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PRESENTATION
 - Private Therapist for 30 years

 - Practice a Check up involving energy balance, 
osteopathy and Nutrition

 - Meeting all kinds of pathologies

 - Various types of systematic reviews 



the various reviews 
- Iridology with iris scan

- Imaging Energy of Professor Korotkov

- Taking the pulse, kinesiology, MRP

- The nutritional check up + Iomet

- Osteopathic review or check up 

 Develop a global strategy



Why those checks up ?
- Fully optimize the treatment

- Check if the product is adequate to the patient

- A  100% effective approach  !?! 

- “We have to do the best we can. This is our sacred 
human responsibility.”           Albert Einstein



The result: a duty ?!? 

- In conventional medicine, the patient is "assisted“

- Here, the patient often pays out of his pocket

- We have to assure him the best efficiency!



IOMET

- A very simple and useful in practice analysis

- An up to date on-balance analysis on nutritional profile

- Created by Dr. Claude Lagarde



IOMET results



In addition to the Iomet 
More >> 4 assessment techniques => from the simplest 

to the most sophisticated :
1. Biotest or « organ measurement test »

2. RAC or VAS (Nogier pulse)
3. Measurement of MRP (osteopaths)
4. Imaging-EPC GDV Pr Korotkov 



THE BIOTEST

- Closely related to kinesiology (DrGoodheart, 
chiropractor, United Kingdom) and muscle testing 
(conventional medicine, neurology).

- Different because global

- Related to notion of meridian in Traditional Chinese 
Medecine 



His approach
- Establishes the link organ / meridians

- Meridian acupuncture has a link with one or more 
muscles

- If Meridian shows vacuum or excess energy 
corresponding muscles are disrupted

- Correction of disrupted energy  by various ways

- A simple touch  see stress on deltoid 



Billions of cells 

"We are composed of about 20,000 billion cells“

"All these cells are derived from a single initial cell at the 
moment of fertilization«

We have not to forget the origin of life !

The "conversational cell“  a physiological reality 



Introduction to the biotest

Our body is the most extraordinary organization system 
that never existed !

- The biotest, a sort of integrated decoding.
- The biotest, an information by feedback. 



Advantages of the biotest

- The biotest helps to globalize the energy variation of all 
meridians when touching a sample.

- The biotest: a revolution in the art of care

- A simple and reproducible test 

 Experienced from 20 years, the bioassay has been 
particularily efficient !



Principle
You have to be a tester and a tested

a) The empty calibration force muscle.

b) Measurement with the sample. 



Empty calibration 
- The test (patient) has the right hand if right handed by

joining their ends thumb and little finger (little finger).



Biotest



The pretest 

- After giving a signal, the tester (therapist) pulls up
without brutality until separation of the patient’s
fingers and therefore and evaluates the developed
strength.

 To be sure, I recommend to make the test again 2 to 3 
times following.



Test with sample 

- The tested person takes in his remaining hand a
sample (ask for a test box to the lab) or the product to
be tested

- The patient puts sample at his stomach level facing the
solar plexus which is a true "vibration sponge.“

- The tester does the same manner as before.



Results
3 possible results :

1. Resistance is increased, the product is good for the 
person

2. Resistance is decreased, the product is not indicated 
to the person.

3. Resistance does not change, no special effect for the 
subject. => TOP recommened for children from 4 
years old



To sum up
Connection with produced energy

Action on the solar plexus

 sponge vibration

Information recorded by the psychic body and the 
autonomic nervous system

Direct contact with the subconscious

Change of vital currents of acupuncture points 
through the meridians. 



PULSE NOGIER VAS (vascular 
autonomic signal) 

Dr. Paul Nogier, acupuncturist, developed between 1951
and 1960 a method taught on different continents
(Europe, United States, China).
He recommended taking the pulse with the left hand
and mostly with the left thumb.
The right hand remains free to manipulate test
instruments or products.
The tester's left thumb, more or less elongated along the
radial artery in a comfortable position.



VAS mean
This is the radial artery face and not the heart that was
not the support for these pulse dynamics.
All the skin acts as an interface in Pulsology



the constants 

- An instantaneous nature of information
 demonstration of direct auricular stress !

- An immediate erasing of the signal when new 
information

- Erasing is crucial to avoid any interference 
phenomenon by cumulative effect.



Use Precautions 

- The silent pulse at rest corresponds to the one of a
subject lying and calm

- Utility to control the electromagnetic environment in
the office



Protocol

- Left thumb scanner

- Low pressure and not overwhelming (limit of 
perception), the artery should only be oval. 



VAS technique



Precautions

All metallic and electronic thinks out and far

Train on his own pulse  experience and make his own 
sensitivity sharper



Results
Much like the biotest, the results:

1.The pulse sticks out against the flesh of your thumb 
the product strengthens the vital energy and is good 
for the subject.

2. The pulse tends to "disappear  the product is not 
suitable!

3. The pulse is "stationary" which is rare  product 
without particular effect. 



MRP = primary respiratory 

-Derived from the theory of cranio sacral osteopathy.

William G. Sutherland, a student of Andrew T. Still noted

that the human skull bone architecture was designed to

be able to move. 



Principle of MRP 

Later, well known osteopaths like Magoun, Upledger,
and Frymann have developed this concept. For
Sutherland, a skull with normal mobility reflects good
health and vice versa.



Principle of MRP 



The origins of MRP

- MRP responds to trauma, disease, psychological stress,
physical efforts and breathing!

- The measurement of the cranio sacral "breathing" will
be a valuable indicator of the reaction of the body in
contact with a sample.



The results

- We have three types of responses
1. The rate and development also increase  excellent 
effect of the product.
2. The rate and development also decrease  bad effect 
of the product.
3. No change  no predictable potential effect!

This approach requires hand experienced, the BIOTEST 
and VAS are much more "accessible." 



GDV-EPC of Professor Konstantin Korotkov 

- 13 years experience in imaging energy

- 9 years follow-up on the GDV / EPC

- Various studies and expeditions around the world (the 
Himalayas, Andes, Caucasus .... etc.) Detailed study of 
AFMO No. 24 (Study near Everest in english version) on 
the web site at "PUBLICATION"

www.alti-sante.com

http://www.alti-sante.com/














Focus of research 
Result of personal experience:

- 20 years back on the use of remedies Swiss
- Form homeopathic drops in 4DH.
- Cutaneous administration only for the study 



Protocole

- 3 to 4 drops on the wrist (venous system)

- The subject rubs his wrists

- Test with the camera immediately after!
I set the standards very high in that case => who can do 
more can do less!

 Results: SURPRISE !  The energy field is mooving 
immediately! After only one minute. 



Foundation in the process
A multifaceted approach refering to :

- The notion of total energy (see below)
- TCM (Chinese medicine)
- Biophysics
- Energy medicine



Global energy

You should know that:

- We all have a particular stronger or weaker organ 
depending on our own constitution and present time

- And our energy level often depends on the weaker 
organ !

- Now let’s see the following clinical situations:
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Global energy
- Here the kidney is strong and the lung is low

 There is a limit energy level specific to everybody 
below which the organs can not work properly.

 Reactions if vital energy collapses

 The disease is located in the lung at the end 



Global energy
- If symptomatic treatment, the patient's energy rises 

above the critical threshold.

- But the overall energy level remains unchanged

- This leads to an artificial situation
 risk of relapse + + in case of falling energy! 



Solutions

- Reviving the overall energy by boosting the low body

- The Big interest of GDV is to identify the weakest 
organs  An imaging energy at of high tech scientific 
research

- Select the more suitable the serum 4DH

- Oral or cutaneous administration skin (test) if OK

- And other organs back with !

-

INCREDIBLE! You Will See That Just After .. 



- very quick examination (2 minutes)

- non invasive

- without indication against GDV-EPC processing

- very big advantage => possibility of detecting 
pathologies presented at the energy level and not 
appearing on clinical or cellular levels years before 
establishment of a pathology

- possibility to by pass the stages of induction 

Major advantage of the electro-biophotography



"You always go back to the cause, and the cause of
causes"

Hippocrate

"DISEASE IS NOTHING ELSE THAN HUMAN LIGHT
SUFFERING"

Dr. Peter Fragnay



Conclusion

Disease is not inevitable!

Resulting from accumulated stresses

We must know our energy unbalances

They should be corrected as soon as possible

So let's take a step ahead thanks to Professor
Konstantin Korotkov’s works !

THANKS TO HIM FOR THIS WORK LEADING!



"And anyway what is essential is 
invisible to the eyes ..."

Antoine de St Exupery



CLINICAL CASES and GDV / EPC

Now some pictures of significant 
energy action of a product 

























































Thanks a lot 

Thank you for your interest and attention!

Thank you to Professor Korotkov and his team to 
open up a fast track like this one: tomorrow 
medecine!

Thank you to invite an audience of such great 
quality!


